
American Listorature
Taylor Harvey

Note to players: This is a packet of 20 tossups mostly on American literature and literary culture that clues heavily
from historical context and biography rather than the usual all textual clues. I sort of ran out of ideas for just this
type of question though, so a few are just straight-up literature questions.

1. Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote that a promoter of these places “treats man as a plastic thing […] but skips
the faculty of life which spawns and scorns system and system-makers” in a rejection of an invitation to visit
one of these places. In a novel, a woman who wears a different exotic flower every day while staying in one of
these places opposes woman’s rights during a debate taking place near a rock formation called Eliot’s Pulpit.
Frances Trollope lived for a time in one of these places in Tennessee founded by Fanny Wright; that place was
called (*) Nashoba. George and Sophia Ripley founded one of these places that was also home to a progressive
school. Louisa May Alcott mocked the poor organization of one of these places founded by her father in her essay
“Transcendental Wild Oats.” Nathaniel Hawthorne drew on diaries and notes of his five months spent living in one
of these places to write The Blydale Romance, which is widely read as a satire of the 19th-century zeal for these
places. For 10 points, Brook Farm and Fruitlands were what sort of place modeled on the ideas of Charles Fourier?
ANSWER: utopian community [accept commune; prompt on farm or plantation]

2. In a metaphor comparing the political system to a card game, this author wrote “If others are in there, deal
me a hand and let me see what I can make of it, even though I know some in there are dealing from the
bottom and cheating like hell in other ways.” This author resolved to never join the “sobbing school of
Negrohood” in an essay emphasizing the importance of living without self-pity. The reputation of this author
was deeply harmed after they published an editorial decrying one event by asking “How much satisfaction
can I get from a court order for somebody to associate with me who does not wish me near them?” This
author’s denouncement of the Brown v. Board ruling, their vehement support of anti-communist politicians,
and their rejection of affirmative action policies has led John McWhorter to label them as “America’s (*)
favorite black conservative.” The works of this author fell into obscurity for decades until Alice Walker revived
interest in her with In Search of Other Mothers’ Gardens . For 10 points, name this author of the memoir Dust Tracks
on the Road and a novel set in her native Eatonville, Florida.
ANSWER: Zora Neale Hurston

3. In a novel, a character who self-administers insulin shock therapy waxes that an organization that
performs this activity was “my delight, my folly, my anodyne, and my intellectual stimulation.” A New
Journalist account of a year among people performing this activity is given in Roy Blount’s book About Three
Bricks Shy. Gary Harkness muses on nuclear war and this activity while enjoying a picnic with Myrna in a
1972 novel set largely in West Texas. A comedic novel centering on this activity focusing on Billy Clyde
Puckett was written by the prolific documenter of this activity, (*) Dan Jenkins. Graphic design David Boss
designed a series of coffee table books centering on this activity that included write-ups by James Dickey and Ray
Bradbury. The unhinged ramblings of a man obsessed with this activity make up a “fictional memoir” by Fredrick
Exley. The novels Semi-tough and North Dallas Forty center on this activity. A statement about the upcoming lack
of this activity titles Hunter S. Thompson’s suicide note. A participatory exploration into this activity was
documented by Paris Review editor George Plimpton in the memoir Paper Lion. For 10 points, name this sport that
is central to Don DeLillo’s novel End Zone.
ANSWER: American football



4. A passage in this book discusses a work that “came up from Arkansas and the Ozarks” points out that the
words “Go 'Way F'om Mah Window” are meant to sync up with the sound of an ax splitting wood. The
author of this book elides an “out of key” middle verse from a transcribed version of “The Foggy, Foggy
Dew.” This book weirdly attributes a version of the sea shanty “Blow the Man Down” to none other than
Robert Frost, and makes baseless claims that Frost acquired his poetic talent by listening to sailors on the
wharves of San Francisco. The preface of this book details how its contents were collected during tours in
which the author spoke before “audiences ranging from 3,000 people at the University of California to 30 at
the Garret Club in Buffalo, New York.” This anthology was assembled after its main author won a Pulitzer
for his 1918 collection (*) Cornhuskers.  For 10 points, name this “collection of 280 songs, ballads, [and] ditties
brought together from all regions of America,” a popular anthology compiled by Carl Sandburg.
ANSWER: The American Songbag

5. This writer’s state senator father William may have inspired a series of works about a character named
“Willie” who “has gone to war,” is “my brave,” and has “gone to heaven” in three different works. A work by
this writer centers on a woman baker who “lives on our village green,” who will not marry the speaker
despite him buying her “candy by the peck.” This writer, who liked to note that he was born within the hour
of Thomas Jefferson’s death, wrote about his estrangement from his wife Jane McDowell in a work that
begins “I (*) dream of Jeanie with the light brown hair.” This writer, who died with only 38 cents to his name at age
37, only visited the region he was most associated with once, on his honeymoon. A work by this author that became
an anthem for fortune seekers during the California Gold Rush begins “Well I come from Alabama / With a banjo on
my knee.” For 10 points, name this prolific songwriter who imagined a Romanticised version of the American South
with minstrel songs like “My Old Kentucky Home,” and “Camptown Races.”
ANSWER: Stephen Foster

6. This poet once graffitied a short poem reading “Orville Wright is out of sight / In the printing business. /
No other mind is half so bright /As his’n is.” Indeed, this poet’s high school classmates the Wright Brothers
were the first to print their poetry in their newspaper the Dayton Tatler. Some of the poems in this poet’s
debut collection were written between floors while he worked as an elevator operator. In the opening of his
introduction to this poet’s breakthrough collection, William Dean Howells wrote “The world is too old now,
and I find myself too much of its mood, to care for the work of a poet because he is black.” That collection by
this poet includes the lines “We (*) sing, but oh the clay is vile / Beneath our feet, and long the mile.” This poet
wrote from the perspective of a tree who felt the rope against my bark, / And the weight of him in my grain” in his
anti-lynching poem “The Haunted Oak.”  This poet’s mastery of both highly formal verse in standard English and
spoken performances of his dialect poems led him to become the most well-known Black American poet before the
Harlem Rennaiscane with collections like Oak and Ivory. For 10 points, name this poet whose poem “Sympathy”
features the line “I know why the caged bird sings”
ANSWER: Paul Lawerence Dunbar

7. This man ironically pokes fun at the obviousness of the generic prediction that he will “face great trials”
after visiting an elderly soothsayer named Frank. A book by this writer relates an incident in which a man
attempting to hide from pursuers in freezing water under the keel of a boat shouts “I did not steal the meat!”
every time he surfaces. In that book, this man regrets not being able to marry either his arranged bride-to-be
Maria nor his actual love interest Eliza because of the difficulties marriage would bring to a future task he
wishes to perform. In a gut-wrenching scene, this man hands a note and one dollar to a man entering a
prison, who unsuspectingly is delivered a punishment of 20 lashes in this man’s stead. This author quotes a



spiritual at length during his description of hiding in the woods during an (*) escape attempt with his mother, a
journey that culminates will the two of them being captured and returned to prison in St. Louis. This man’s escape to
freedom in Ohio at age 19 is related in his slave narrative, the bestselling work in that genre after Fredrick
Douglas’s. An 1853 novel by this author follows two mixed-race daughters of Thomas Jefferson. For 10 points,
name this author and abolitionist of what is widely considered the first novel published by an African-American,
Clotel.
ANSWER: William Wells Brown

8. In one text, this thinker compared the American people to Richardson’s Clarissa and democracy to
Lovelace, who “puruses[s] the innocent young girl to ruin and death.” This thinker’s view that human
psychic health is not at all self-reliant and helplessly rooted in external validation is demonstrated in a
passage in which he imagines a wretch who starves himself to allow his mastiff to eat while constantly asking
“who will love me” if the dog were to starve. This thinker was fond of quoting the line “Take but Degree avail
untune that string / And hark! What discord follows” from Troilus and Cressida in his discussion of the
realities of class-based social distinctions. This thinker drew on Adam Smith in an early explication of
performativity theory, writing that people in politics behave as actors “commanding the eyes of spectators”
by employing “the language of signs.” The political thought of this author, including his strong support for
the separation of powers, appears in his tract (*) Discourses on Davila and his three-volume A Defense of the
Constitution of the United States of America. This thinker’s reputation was partially rehabilitated by a bestselling
2001 biography of him by David McCullough, which was adapted into an HBO series starring Paul Giamatti. For 10
points, name this political thinker who enacted some of his governmental beliefs as the second president of the
United States.
ANSWER: John Adams

9. This poet described a tense desert lizard “looking at something farther off / than people can see” in a poem
set a bomb testing site. This poet used a concrete terracing effect in a poem mentioning sympathy rolling “the
train all through the night on a / lateral line where the shape of game fish tapers down / from a reach where
cougar paws touch water.” An essay in American Poetry Since 1945 that calls this poet a “western Robert
Frost” notes the frequent use of the words “home,” “snow,” “Father,” “listen,” “swerve,” “world,” and
“river” in their poems. Though it is now less read than contemporary collections like Life Studies, this poet’s
collection (*) West of Your City was once seen as an emblematic collection of the confessional movement. This poet
published over 5000 poems across 67 collections in his lifetime, making him one of the most prolific poets in
American history despite not being first published until age 46. A poem by this man once parodied by Rae
Armantrout centers on a man’s dilemma upon discovering a wondered pregnant dear in the middle of a highway. For
10 points, name this Oregon-based poet whose best-known poem is “Traveling Through the Dark.”
ANSWER: William Stafford (The unmentioned poems are “At the Bomb Testing Site” and “Midwest”)

10. Short on cash for a transatlantic ship ride, this author nearly agreed to tend to a boatload of live muskrats
in exchange for free passage on the crossing, but alas the plan fell through. This writer signed his name “Sans
culottely” in a letter that states “no good will come out of Cambridge” until Harvard’s library is blown up
and its president assassinated. While staying in Leningrad, this author befriended a Kyrgyz tribesman who
he met in the Hermitage, an assistant of Ivan Pavlov, and most crucially, Sergei Eisenstein, whose theory of
montage is thought by some scholars to have influenced one of his (*) characteristic techniques. In his novels,
this author employed a prose poem-like style in sections that acted as mini-biographies of people like Joe Hill,
Henry Ford, Bob La Follette and Eugene Debs. As a journalist for New Masses and Daily Worker, this author
focused on the attempts by his literary friends to get a retrial for Sacco and Vanzetti, whose first trial inspired a
fragmented section written by him that declares “all right we are two nations.” For 10 points, name this once-radical
novelist who included “Newsreel” and “Camera Eye” sections in his most famous trilogy.
ANSWER: John Dos Passos



11. Utilizing his law training, this author successfully defended one group from speculations of the Ogden
Land Company. During a trip up the Missouri River that likely cost this author $25,000, he received word
that both of his young daughters had died of scarlet fever. This author’s detailed journals are filled with
gleeful notes every time he discovered a new ethnic group that tended to sleep in the nude, since this fact was
central to his argument for the Bering land bridge settlement theory. This author was adopted into the
Longhouse religion and given the name Tayodaowaka, meaning “he who bridges the gap” after publishing the
book The (*) League of the Ho-de-no-sau-nee with the help of his friend Ely Samuel Parker. Despite his great
reverence for Native cultures, this author’s major theoretical work, cited by both Darwin and Marx, argued that
societies evolved from savagery to barbarism and civilization and influenced US policy to move from removal to
assimilationist stance toward Native Americans. This author traveled widely in the American West to collective
kinship information that informed one of his major ethnographic works. Old tossups on this author loved to mention
that he wrote The American Beaver and His Works. For 10 points, name this early anthropologist who wrote Systems
of Consanguinity and Kinship and Ancient Society.
ANSWER: Lewis Henry Morgan

12. An author born in this country wrote a pro-assimilationist memoir meant as a direct response to Sinclair’s
The Jungle that praises the industrial centers of the US in contrast to the squalor of her home village; that
book is The Promised Land by Mary Antin. A Jewish playwright born in this country is credited with
popularizing one style of drama with a series of 1890s plays, including one titled for a region of this country,
and another titled The (*) Pogrom; that playwright is Jacob Gordin. Frimme Hersh carves the title “contract with
God” in this country before immigrating to the US in a pioneering graphic novel by Will Eisner. This was the birth
country of The Golem writer S. Ansky and Mendele Mocher Sforim, considered the grandfather of Yiddish literature
in the United States. An author born in this country in 1905 later wrote novels implicitly critical of its successor
state, such as Anthem. For 10 points, name the birth country of Ayn Rand.
ANSWER: Russia [accept Imperial Russia; accept Russian Empire; accept Belarus]

13. In a novel titled for one of these objects, a Frog and Toad-obsessed boy decides to save an owl and a colony
of honeybees from a hurricane by storing them in a basement. In a different novel titled for one of these
objects, a traveling revivalist show and the local preacher feud about the morality of popular dance while the
narrator’s promiscuous Aunt Mae works at a propeller factory before embarking on a singing career. A
group of teenagers attempts to guess the identity of each other's parents while on vacation in a 2020 climate
fiction novel by (*) Lydia Millet titled for one of these objects for children. David grows up in a repressive Alabama
town in John Kennedy Toole’s first novel, which is titled for a “neon” one of these things. A man reveals a fake one
of these objects is filled with whiskey and cards before stealing the prosthetic leg of Hulga in a barn loft. For 10
points, name this type of book supposedly sold door-to-door by Manley Pointer in Flannery O'Connor's story “Good
Country People.”
ANSWER: a bible [accept A Children’s Bible; accept The Neon Bible; prompt on books until “book”]

14. While running errands, this novel’s narrator runs into an old school friend who refused to get a nasty
wart removed from the tip of his tongue. In this novel, an estranged husband pressures his wife into moving
with him to a commune before stealing her credit card and mailing her twenty-four live canaries. A man rips
up all the roses in a garden after hearing of the drowning of his daughter in a stream in a section of this novel
set on a mesa in Idaho. This novel’s narrator metaphorically uses the Doppler effect and the title (*)
geological concept to understand his object of fascination, who moves west with her mining engineer husband
despite her Boston refinement and skill as an illustrator. For 10 points, name this book that focuses on the
wheelchair-using historian Lyman Ward, who is attempting to write a book on his frontierswoman grandmother, the
most famous novel by Wallace Stegner.
ANSWER: Angle of Repose



15. A novel of this type with a truly laughably awful title by John W. Page contrasts a location in Virginia
with one in Boston. An outside agitator attempts to stir up trouble but is thwarted in a novel of this type by
Caroline Lee Hentz. In a novel of this type, Susan is seduced while visiting Boston, leading her to leave a sick
infant unattended in a hotel room; that novel with an incredibly on-the-nose title mentioning a certain (*)
“Phillis” is the most famous novel by Mary Henderson Eastman. Though it was originally published before this type
of novel become a thing, Sarah Josepha Hale’s novel Northwood was reprinted nearly thirty years later in an altered
state to capitalize on the popularity of this sort of novel. Likely the most successful novel of this type was William
Gilmore Simms’s The Sword and the Distaff. For 10 points, name this sort of novel written as a rebuttal to the points
made in the most famous novel by Harriet Beecher Stowe.
ANSWER: anti-Tom novels [accept answers mention novels written in response to Uncle Tom’s Cabin; accept
pro-slavery novels or any answer mentioning defending or approving of slavery; accept anti-abolitionist or
similar answers] (The Page novel is called Uncle Robin, in His Cabin in Virginia, and Tom without One in Boston)

16. After presenting Alfred Kazin with several writing samples that had already been published in
well-regarded magazines, this author said “I’m lonesome here and want to talk to you” when Kazin asked
why on earth they needed to be in a creative writing class. The speaker contrasts Edna Ward who “after her
eight-and-eighty summers of / Such grace and courage permit no tears” with the slumped figure of this
author while drinking tea in Richard Wilbur’s poem “Cottage Street, 1953.” In The Savage God, Al Alvarez
reported how this poet selected a place of residence based on a blue sign that reported that W.B. (*) Yeats once
lived there. An accident of ventilation likely caused the ultimate death of this poet, since a deaf man who lived in the
flat below them almost certainly would have heard the knocking of an Australian au pair if gas from above him did
not seep into his room knocking him out. For 10 points, name this American poet who had several incidents in her
life recounted in her husband’s collection The Birthday Letters.
ANSWER: Slyvia Plath

17. Sylvia Beach once recalled an anecdote in which this author was tricked into buying a French copy of
Alcott’s Little Women when Beach convinced him it was a book of smut. After expressing amazement at this
author’s ability to down a dozen drinks and several plates of food in one sitting, he told his friend Whit
Burnett that he could accomplish his high consumption by self-administering an enema every night at 10 PM.
This author’s time as a shoeshine, porter, and construction worker on the Brooklyn Bridge informed his early
book The Bomb. This author was a long-time customer of Henry Miller’s father’s tailor shop, making this
man an early writing role model for Miller. This biographer of his friends George Bernard Shaw and Oscar
Wilde had to move to Berlin to publish his most famous book, which greatly exaggerates his role in historical
events and endlessly documents his (*) sexual escapades along with photos and drawings of nude women. For 10
points, name the Irish-American editor and memoirist whose five-volume autobiography, My Life and Loves was
long banned in several countries for its sexual explicitness.
ANSWER: Frank Harris

18. Juliana Ritchie poem“Answered by a Lady to whom the Fan was Sent,” a response poem to a poem sent
by her friend both written on actual fans, begins be mentioning one of these people, who “Has here displayd
with Art; / Friendship in the distant Realms shall [draw] / Your Image on my Heart.” A short “hymn” written
by the 18th century Baptist poet Anne Dutton titled for one of these people ends by comparing the work of
one of these people to Christ’s feeding of the 5000. A Nipmuc writer who shared his English surname with
this type of person wrote a response to Mary Rowlandson disputing many of her claims about King Philip’s
War; that man, Wowaus, gained his English surname referring to one of these people by apprenticing to
Samuel Green. Christoph Saur held this non-writer profession, which he used to promote a type of militia he



called “The Association.” Andrew (*) Hamilton delivered a courtroom addressing stating “It is not the cause of
one poor [one of these people] but the cause of liberty.” This was the profession of the German immigrant John
Peter Zenger, who was tried for libel during a landmark case in 1735. Benjamin Franklin’s autobiography relates his
18 months spent living in London learning this profession. For 10 points, name this profession that involved
producing mass copies of things like Common Sense.
ANSWER: printers [accept any answers mentioning someone who operates a printing press]

19. A protofascist takeover of the US is initiated by a series of works in this form in Kenneth Fearing’s novel
Clark Gifford’s Body. Jason Loviglio’s study of this form elucidated how it forms the “intimate public.” A
surrealist counterculture collective that first made waves in this form parodied an older work in this form
with their album How Can You Be in Two Places at Once When You’re Not Anywhere At All . Allen Ginsberg’s
preoccupation with the paranoia induced by this form is illustrated by a line mentioning “Time, seepage or
nerve gas” coming from this form in the poem “Death to Van Gogh’s Ear.” The line “we know what evil lurks
in the hearts of men” appeared in a popular work in this form called (*) The Shadow. Throughout the 1950s
Jean Shepard gained a cult following with his “insomniac” stories that appeared in this format. One work that
debuted in this medium attempted to assuage financial anxieties by insisting that it was safer to keep money in the
reopened banks than it was to stash it under a mattress. For 10 points, name this medium in which Franklin Delano
Roosevelt delivered his Fireside Chats.
ANSWER: radio [accept radioplays or radiodramas; prompt on Fireside Chats; prompt on speeches by asking
“delivered in what way?”]

20. The protagonist help run this organization before being kidnapped and murdered by rivals in Albert
Maltz’s novel The Underground Stream. Jim Nolan meets Mac shortly after joining this organization in a
novel in which they convince Al Townsend’s father to give free food handouts to its members. The newspaper
Morgen Freiheit was supported by this organization and published some of the writings of Mike Gold, whose
most famous novel exemplified a literary movement promoted by this organization that also included Jack
Conroy’s The Disinherited, Tillie Olsen’s Yonnondio, and Agnes Smedley’s Daughter of Earth. The tenants of
this organization were laid out in a 1932 book by William (*) Z. Foster titled “Toward [a certain] America”. The
League of American Writers was launched and supported by this specific organization. An anti-eviction protest led
by members of this organization occurs in Invisible Man, while a strike organized by it is central to John Steinbeck’s
In Dubious Battle. Bigger Thomas’s lawyer Boris Max is a member of the Labor Defenders, who are supported by
this organization in Native Son. For 10 points, name this far-left political party largely abandoned by American
authors after hearing of Stalin’s purges.
ANSWER: Communist Party of the United States of America [accept CPUSA] (The movement is Proliterian
literature)


